We are proud to feature this new air tool. We feel it is the most reliable egg carving tool in the industry. Some of the advantages are: No vibration, Never heats up, Light weight. Comes with a 1 year warranty. Handpiece comes with an instructional DVD for assembly and cutting.

10114 $95.00  
**Regulator**
This Control Pack delivers clean air under constant pressure.

10115 $37.00  
**Foot Control**
This electric foot control turns the air compressor on and off with ease.

10113 $478.00  
**Compressor with Hose**
This mini compressor is the result of the design efforts of the Golden Egg of Idaho and the manufacturer.

Compressor runs quiet enough for using in apartments. Approximately 18 pounds

Complete Unit Item # 10116  $846.00
The Complete Unit includes the Power Carver, Compressor, Foot Control and Regulator.

**NO FURTHER DISCOUNT ON THIS PAGE**
Dust Extractor and Handpiece Lubricant

Dust Extractor and Handpiece Lubricant

Replacement Turbine for Turbo-Tec Air Tool. Does not work on new Power Carver handpiece
#10110 $72.50
NO DISCOUNT

Cleaning & Repairing of most handpieces can be done by our expert repair person. The cost of repair varies. Please feel free to contact us if your handpiece needs repair.

10118 $22.10
Spray Lube
Lubricates & Conditions. Works on all handpieces.

10013 DISCONTINUED
Turbo-tec oil.

10111 DISCONTINUED
Power Carver Oil.

10015 $350.00
Dust Extractor
NO DISCOUNT

Cutting eggs does not have to be hazardous to your health. You can now cut eggs in the comfort of your home. This powerful, yet compact size unit comes with a built in 110 volt electrical outlet and a fully lit and cushioned work area. This unit is easy to maintain. Filters are available at most hardware stores.
Dimensions: 12” High, 15” Wide, 15” Deep.
Burs, Drills, and Blades for the Air Tool

All items on this page are designed for the air tool. Burs and drills may be used in the Dremel by using a 482-D (1/16”) collet.

199 (699L) Carbide Bur $2.90
Use for fine filigree cutting.
Has longer cutting edge than 201.
Use on most eggshells.

197 Cutting Bur $6.00
Great for cutting Emu, Rhea & Ostrich eggs.
Cuts wider lines than 199 but much faster.

198 Carbide Shaver DISCONTINUED

201 (699) Carbide Bur $4.25
Also used for filigree cutting.
Used on most eggshells.

203 Carbide Bur $3.30
Used for very fine cutting.
Best used on small eggshells.

204 Diamond Flame Drill $9.70
Can be used to cut most eggshells, lasts longer than carbides.
Use for fine work.

205 Diamond Flame Drill $9.55
Can be used on most eggshells.
Larger circumference than 204.

212 Diamond Flame Drill $20.15
Best used on larger eggshells
(Rhea and Ostrich).
Cuts widest line of all burs and drills.

207 Diamond Wheel 3/16” $20.60
Use to cut eggs in half or cut ovals, thin blade (.5 mm thick).
Solid surface.

213 Diamond Wheel 3/16” DISCONTINUED SUB 207
Same size and uses as 207.
Makes tighter curves than larger wheels.

214 Diamond Wheel 1/4” $16.25
Largest wheel for air tool.

215D Flying Saucer Wheel DISCONTINUED

216 Flying Saucer Wheel DISCONTINUED

The following burs and drills can be used for etching, scratch carving, and more. These burs are designed for the air tool but can be used in the Dremel using a 482 (1/16”) collet.

SC217 Diamond Football $9.30
Finer texture for finer smoothing work.
Good for removing Emu shell layer to white area.

SC218 Diamond Football $9.30
Finer texture for finer smoothing work.

SC219 Diamond Football $9.30
Regular texture for rough shaping.
Develops depth for petals and creating veins.

SC220 Diamond Football $9.30
Larger version of SC219.
Covers larger areas.
More burs and drills to be used for etching and Scratch carving. Items designed for the air tool, but can be used in the Dremel with a 482 collet.

**SC222 Round Carbide** $3.95
Use for outlining patterns.
Creates fine rounded line - good for hair, etc.

**SC223 Round Carbide** $3.95
Use for outlining.
Makes a larger line than SC222.

**SC224 Round Carbide** $3.95
Heavy removal of top layer of Emu shell.
For removing large areas of Ostrich shell.

**SC225 Inverted Cone Carbide** $3.95
Very fine, excellent for outlining for a sharp straight edge.
Most popular for outlining.

**SC226 Inverted Cone Carbide** $3.95
Makes more pronounced lines.
Use on outer edges of patterns.

**SC227 Cylinder Carbide** $3.95
Side cutting bur.
For removing, finishing and getting into small corners.

**SC228 Plain Fissure Carbide** $3.95
Use for removing shell.
For corners and tight places.
Makes nice clean edges.

**SC229 Cone End Diamond** $9.30
Smoothing, removing shell.
Makes concave lines.

**SC230 Round End Taper Diamond** $9.30
Good for sculpting.
Use on goose eggs and up.
Removes shell faster than 199 or 699.

Experiment with these burs to find which works best for your purpose. These have a variety of uses and we have listed just a few. Many thanks to Bob Ihrig for his help in describing the uses for these burs.

**275 Single Speed – Dremel Tool** $71.50
This high speed 35,000 RPM tool is double insulated and has a permanently lubricated bronze sleeve bearing motor for smooth dependable power. 6 ft. two-wire power cord does not require adapter plug.

Motor Specifications:
120V, 50-60 Hz, AC, 1.15 Amps.
1/8” collet included.
All other features and benefits are the same as Model 395.

**395 Variable Speed – Dremel Tool** $117.30
The model 395 is our top of the line tool. It has an adjustable high speed ball bearing motor 5,000-35,000 RPM. Speed can be adjusted for any application, any material. It is double insulated, eliminating the need for grounding. The custom designed shatter resistant housing fits comfortably in your hand to provide precise finger-tip control. A thrust bearing provides greater drilling capability. Other features include easy replacement of motor brushes, conveniently positioned shaft lock switch prevents shaft rotation when changing bits and 6 ft. two-wire cord.

1/8” collet included.
Motor Specification: 120V, 50-60 Hz, AC, 1.15 Amps.

**225-D Flex-Shaft Attachment** $45.40
Attaches to Dremel tools #’s 275 & 395.
Versatile 36” long cable with comfortable 1/2” diameter slim-grip handpiece allows finger-tip control to carve, sand, polish, clean, engrave, cut and more.

**90952 Moto-Flex Shaft Lubricant**
DISCONTINUED
60 Twist Drill $1.00
Use for filigree cutting and drilling small holes.
Requires 483 collet.

301 Carboide Bur $2.95
Good to drill holes for hinges.
Requires 481 collet.

307 Diamond Wheel 3/16” $20.60
Smallest wheel available for Dremel.
Requires 481 collet.

308 Diamond Wheel 1/4” $20.60
Medium Size wheel for Dremel.
Requires 481 collet.

945 Sanding Point $3.60
*Aluminum Oxide.
*Great for drilling holes to empty eggshells.
*Requires 480 collet.

952 Sanding Point $3.60
*Aluminum Oxide.
*Good for smoothing.
*Requires 480 collet.

480-D Dremel Collet 1/8” $3.60
481-D Dremel Collet 3/32” $3.60
482-D Dremel Collet 1/16” $3.60
483-D Dremel Collet 1/32” $3.60

Use the correct size collet for each Dremel accessory.

309 Diamond Wheel 5/16” $24.00
Largest Diamond wheel for Dremel.
Requires 481 collet.

311 Sm. Flying Saucer Wheel $9.40
Makes small petal shape, 4mm.
Sink into shell and lift straight out.
Requires 481 collet.

312 Med. Flying Saucer Wheel $12.05
Medium Petal Shape, 6mm.
Requires 481 collet.

313 Large Flying Saucer Wheel $13.70
Largest Petal Shape, 10mm.
Requires 481 collet.

402 Dremel Mandrel $3.60
Use to hold cutting discs #14-17.
Requires 480 collet.

4485 Quick Change Collet Nut $3.25
Allows quick replacement of collets.
Fits 275 and 395 Dremels.

90962 Wrench $2.25
Use to change bits & collets in Dremel tool.
This Egg Marker will enable you to divide shells into 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 12 equal parts. It may be used to mark perfect ovals for each egg shell as well as center top, center bottom and girth lines.
Tools

Use Spring Egg Holders for eggs with only 1 hole.

505 $2.35 - Spring Egg Holder (Quail, Chicken or duck)

506 $2.50 - Spring Egg Holder (Goose)

507 $3.35 - Spring Egg Holder (Ostrich, Rhea, Emu)

509 $2.85 - Paint Rod - use for eggs with 2 holes Additional beads $.50 ea

Egg holders are ideal to hold eggs when painting, spraying, or decoupaging.

K-38 $.85
Glue Pick

K-37 $1.00
Glue Pick

#1 Use this side to measure inside of hinge ring.
Do not change setting. See #2 below.

#2 Use this side to find egg to fit hinge ring.

456 Caliper $4.75
Great for measuring eggs for hinge rings.
Very easy to use!

Tweezers and Tools

H501 DISCONTINUED

H505 DISCONTINUED
Sub H515 (NEW ITEMS)
6” Curved Tweezers.

H508 DISCONTINUED
Sub H516 (NEW ITEMS)
4 1/2” Curved Tweezers.

002 $1.90
Black Pilot Pen - Ultra Fine Permanent Point.

PK1 $3.80
Stainless Steel Pick.

003 $1.75
White China marker - Great for marking Emu eggs.
**H366 $6.90**
6 1/2” Long Needle Nose Pliers
Serrated jaws, Taper to 1/16”
Spring Action, Vinyl Handles

**500A $8.75 - Board & 2 #509 Rods**
Drilled with two holes to accept paint rods and spring egg holders.

**500B $3.05 - Board Only**

**510 $11.80 - Multi Purpose Board**
Use to hold egg holders, to build filigree stands using brass rods and holding spring egg holder while jewelling, etc.

**Brass Rods and Tubes**
For making stands, finials, etc. 12” long.

160 $0.65 - 1/32” Brass Rod

161 $0.80 - 3/64” Brass Rod (accepts beads & pearls) Use to replace hinge pin to make butterfly wings.

162 $0.95 - 1/16” Brass Rod (accepts most findings)

163 $1.65 - 3/32” Brass Rod

125 $1.35 - 1/16” Brass Tube (accepts 160 rod)

126 $1.60 - 3/32” Brass Tube (accepts 161 & 162 rod)

127 $2.10 - 1/8” Brass Tube (accepts 162 & 163 rod)

128 $3.85 - 5/32” Brass Tube (accepts 163 rod)
Plastic Templates

3903-45 DISCONTINUED

R70-40 $11.15
Ellipses (40 Degrees).
29 Ellipses from 1/4" - 2".
16 Ellipses from 1/4" - 2".

3903-50 DISCONTINUED

R70-45 $11.15
Ellipses (45 Degrees).
27 Ellipses from 1/4" - 2"
R70 Ellipses are best used for Duck and Smaller Eggs.

3911-02 $19.90
Large ellipses - 12 Ellipses form 2 1/8" - 4".
Use for Goose, Rhea and Ostrich Eggs.
Best for narrow openings.

TD-445 $9.50
Circle Master.
44 circles from 1/16" - 3".

TD-1201 $10.55
Large Circle Template.
11 circles from 1 1/2" - 3 1/2".
Air Pen - Dispenses fine lines of glue. Fingertip air control prevents hand fatigue. Ideal for those with carpal tunnel syndrome.

**14-600** $132.00 **NO DISCOUNT**

Tidy 1 $6.00 7”
Tidy 2 $9.75 14”
Perfect for Glitter & Small Beads.

831 $1.50 Paint Tray

454 $1.35
4” Styrofoam Holder for Goose

455 $1.60
4 3/4” Styrofoam Holder for Rhea
Perfect to hold egg while decorating.

452 5” Turntable $17.15
Top section turns 360 degrees. Great for rotating your egg while working on it. Non-slip surface.

453 Egg Blower **DISCONTINUED**